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Agenda
1. Welcome & Introduction                                                       09:30 – 09:35

2. Best Practice 09:35 – 10:00

3. Demo  - Top Down & Bottom Up Budgeting 10:00 – 10:40

4. Break                                                                                         10:40 – 10:55

5. Demo – Employee Planning workflow 10:55 – 11:20

6. Planning Accelerators & Questions                                      11:20 – 11:30

7. Light lunch & drinks



Venn Cubed business focus 

 Improve financial performance of companies

 Exploiting business, finance and technology synergies

 Use Business Analytics (BA) technologies

 Gain new insights and understanding of business performance

 Proven implementations with extensive footprint in several industry sectors

Business analytics can answer questions like why is this happening, what if 
these trends continue, what will happen next (that is, predict), what is the 

best that can happen (that is, optimize)
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Development
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Resources

Improve Competitive Positioning

Prioritize Profitable Product Delivery

Drive Greater Demand 

Close Deals Faster

Improve Customer Profitability

Reduce Churn

Improve Customer 

Satisfaction and Loyalty 

Drive Growth and Profit Through 

Resource Allocation

Comply with Confidence

Optmize Staffing Mix

Reduce employee turnover 

Improve Production Capacity

Reduce Buffer Inventory

Reduce Portfolio Gaps

Reduce Development Risk

Strengthen IT Capabilities

Across Business Units

Enable everyone to drive better outcomes

Organisations need answers to key questions



Workshop Objective

EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE USE of the 

management practices 

Budgeting, Planning,  Forecasting & Rolling Forecasting



Terminology

BUDGETING (driver based, zero based, base line, performance based, conditional)

• Agreed target

• Where you want to go

• Prepared once per financial year

PLANNING

• What strategic objective(s) to achieve 

• High level – considered options



Terminology

FORECASTING

• Latest expectation

• Where you are going - radar

• Prepared typically quarterly

ROLLING FORECASTING 

• Forecast on a continual basis

• Objective: Foresee risks and opportunities

• Presented by a dynamic business environment
– Revisit strategy in the light of new business information

– Align resources/activities for competitive advantage at periodic frequencies



What is Best practice for Budgeting, Planning, 
Forecasting?

Budgeting, Planning, and Forecasting is about 

shareholder value creation integrated and 

aligned to the business strategy



The Budgeting Process

Not to beat about the bush, but the budgeting process at most 

companies has to be the most ineffective practice in management.

In fact when companies win, in most cases it is despite their budgets, 

not because of them.
Winning by Jack Welch with Suzy Welch



• Set targets

• Align Incentives

• Agree Actions

• Allocate resources

• Coordinate plans

Goals and strategic guidelines

Budget

Control Performance

“Keeping

on track”

Fixed Performance

Contract

• Period [One year]

• Target [Fixed]

• Resources [Allocated]

• Control [Monthly]

• Rewards [Predetermined]

• Agreed by [Negotiation]

• Signed by [Mgr/ Dir]

Traditional Budgeting Process

Budgets have been described as a “financial blueprint for 
management’s expected plan of action”



• Spreadsheets are a roadblock to effective budgeting and 

planning! – (Ventana Research)

• Laborious & time consuming

• Difficult to revise plans

• Lack data and referential integrity

• Enterprise-wide collaboration not possible



Criticisms of the Budgeting Process 

1. Time-consuming & costly

2. Concentrate on cost reduction and not value creation

3. Unsupported assumptions and guesswork – requires a crystal ball

4. Reinforce departmental barriers rather than encourage knowledge    sharing -
strengthen vertical command control

5. Encouraging incremental thinking & often a barrier to change

6. Achieving the budget even if this results in undesirable actions 

7. It includes cost over which “I have no control” 

8. Does not help running the business, just an overhead

9. Ignoring key drivers of shareholder value by focusing too much attention on 
short-term financial numbers 
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Traditional Budgeting and Forecasting

“If you pay people to hit targets, they often will, even if it 

destroys your company”

Quality guru W Edwards Deming

Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget

Forecasting to the wall



Best Practice Budgeting

1. Define & document the budgeting process

2. Identify the infrastructure supporting the process 

3. Communicate the process to all the stake holders

4. Establish & define the correct budget level 

5. Define key performance metrics (indicators) 

6. Communicate the documented strategic plans & ensure business 
management supports the plans

7. Align resource allocations with objectives & strategy 

8. Finance to document & communicate the central decisions 

9. Make planning & budgeting a collaborative process 

10. Be timely & precise 

11. Manage the ever-changing market conditions 

12. Finance to support the budgeting process



Re-Inventing your Budget

1. Use good process 

2. Budget is NOT the responsibility of finance

3. Budget ownership rests with business line managers

4. Smarter use of appropriate technology

5. Budget in less detail

6. Revise Budget more regularly, quarterly forecast or move to rolling forecast

7. Cost management on relative targets rather than arbitrary cost cutbacks

8. More coaching and support from finance during the budgeting process

9. Manage business on stretch targets that are actively managed and reported 
on monthly to all participants

10. Base the performance appraisal process and incentive bonus scheme on 
these targets 

If you want your budgeting to work, you cannot leave it to the accountants



Business reality today is a challenge for Finance

The pessimist complains about the wind; the optimist expects it 

to change; 

the realist adjust the sails.
William Arthur Ward



To move beyond traditional Budgeting & Forecasting

1. Overcome forecasting “to the wall”

2. Avoid confusing Forecast with Targets

3. Why insist on Forecast accuracy in an unpredictable world?

4. Move beyond Spreadsheets

PITFALLS TO AVOID:

Do not confuse forecasts with targets. Simply stated, targets are 

where a company wants to go. They are typically medium term 

aspirations or goals. These often get converted into quantified annual 

targets. Forecasts, on the other hand, highlight a company’s strategic 

direction.



1st Review

2nd Review

3rd Review

4th Review

Year x

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q

Year x + 1

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q

Forecast Actuals

Annual Plan

x+1

Move to Rolling horizons

Rolling 5 quarter 
forecast

As Jeremy Hope points out, “….the only certainty about a forecast is that it 
will be wrong. The question is by how much. Narrowing that variation 
comes from learning, experience, decent information systems, and 

ultimately, judgment.”



Do’s & Don'ts of Rolling Forecasting

DO’S

1. Involve the senior management team early in the process.

2. Start with the basics: Revenue and Income statement, major markets and/or divisions.

3. Incorporate driver based forecasts.

4. Make sure that there are IT systems in place that can support your implementation. 

5. Separate plans from targets

6. Continuously improve the process to ensure the users’ and company’s needs are met.

DON’TS

1. Underestimate the significance of the change.

2. Ask for excessive detail, especially in the initial rollout.



Rolling forecasting is a strategic opportunity, not an 

onerous task. Implemented correctly, rolling 

forecasting can be the single most valuable tool to 

“adjusting those sails,”

i.e. identifying where changes need to be made in 

order to maximize profitability and minimize losses.



Digital tools designed to deliver new and different 
capabilities to finance

Cloud

Automation & Visualization

Advanced analytics

Cognitive computing

In-memory computing

Blockchain

Process robotics



Practical Examples 

using 

IBM Planning Analytics 

powered by TM1


